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Summary 

According to Work Ethics For Development Professionals by National Institute Of 

Agricultural Extension Management (MANAGE), work ethic is a belief that hard work and 

commitment have a moral benefit and a basic ability, goodness or value to strengthen 

character and individual abilities. Workers exhibiting a good work ethic in theory should be 

selected for better positions, more responsibility and ultimately promotion. Workers who fail 

to exhibit a good work ethic may be regarded as failing to provide fair value for the wage the 

employer is paying them and should not be promoted or placed in positions of greater 

responsibility. 

The purpose of our investigation is give awareness about work ethic to all of the 

students in UiTM kampus Pasir Gudang, Johor. It is a platform for the student to enhance 

their skill for their preparation in working career. The problems that most of the students 

doing are did not apply the work ethic. For example in attitude they are not being honest 

when they are doing their job, work or task by cheating or copying others work. The student 

also not apply the work ethic in study. They not taking serious about the importance of work 

ethic. In this report, investigation about the awareness student about work ethics have been 

made and data about the awareness of the student also provided.Next, recommendation have 

been made to improve the student way of study. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the problems 

According to Work Ethics For Development Professionals by National Institute Of 

Agricultural Extension Management (MANAGE),work ethic is a belief that hard work and 

commitment have a moral benefit and a basic ability, goodness or value to strengthen 

character and individual abilities. Work ethics include not only how one feels about their 

responsibilities but also how one does his/her responsibilities. This involves attitude, 

behaviour, respect, communication, and interaction. The work ethic is a cultural norm that 

advocates being personally accountable and responsible for the work that one does and is 

based on a belief that work has natural value. The term is often applied to characteristics of 

people, both at work and at play. 

In order to keep stay ahead, possession of several key work ethics is a plus for 

achieving a successful career. Holding key traits such as character, attitude and teamwork. 

Successful career come in many ways, but work ethic are a main ingredient in most recipes 

for success. For character, it is how others perceive someone. One's character develops as 

actions become habits. These habits reveal one's character. Being aware of your actions and 

habits plus improving on faults strengthens one's character. For example, loyalty, honesty, 

trustworthiness, dependability, reliability. For attitude is very important to demonstrate a 

positive attitude, appear confident, and have realistic expectations for self. Developing and 

maintaining a positive attitude involves setting realistic expectations for ourselves, these 

goals should be challenging but obtainable. Teamwork, it is important that people work as a 

team. It is not only to their personal success and advancement, but also to that of their co

workers and to their company. Leaming to cooperate with your teammates as well as being 

assertive is important in keeping track of things. Teamwork doesn't necessarily mean helping 

your classmate. Teamwork in the classroom might be working quality as not to disturb your 

classmates. For example, respecting the rights of others, being a team worker, being 

cooperative, being assertive. 
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